
S12/M/6 

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE 

FACULTY SENATE MEETING MINUTES 

FEBRUARY 12, 2013 – 3:30–5:00 P.M.    

GREAT HALL, MEMORIAL UNION 

 
Present: Agarwal, S.; Amidon, K.; Anderson, C.; Baldwin, C.; Bhattacharya, J.; Burke, B.; 

Butler, A.; Chaudhuri, S.; Cunnally, J.; Dahlstrom, M.; Daniels, T.; Dark, V.;  Dekkers, J.; 

Dell, B.; Essner, J.; Fei, S.; Freeman, S.; Griffiths, P.; Han, G.; Harding, C.; Hartzler, B.; 

Hendrich, S.; Herrmann, P.; Hill, J.; Hochstetler, A.; Hoff, S.; Horwitz, J.; Jackman, J.; 

Janvrin, D.; Jurenka, R.; Keren, N.; Kong, S.C.; Koziel, J.; Kuo, M.; Kushkowski, J.; Leigh, P.; 

Loynachan, T.; Manu, A.; Martin, P.; Martin, R.; Minion, C.; Napolitano, R.; Nelson, S.; 

Niemi, J.; Olson, J.; Pleasants, J.; Russell, D.; Sapp, T.; Schaefer, V.; Selby, M.; Smiley-Oyen, 

A.; Stalder, K.; Sturm, J.; Taylor, G.; Thompson, L.; Townsend, T.; Wallace, R.; Williams, C.; 

Zarecor, K.; Zhao, Y.; Zhu, D. 

 

Absent:  Beattie, G.; Byars, J.; Chimenti, D.; Cooper, E.; Greenlee, H.; Martin, M.; 

Matzavinos, T.; McQueeney, R.; Prieto, L.; Schalinske, K.; Stevenson, G.; Tuckness, A. 

 

Substitutes:  M. Hill for Arndt, G.; P. Iasevoli for Eisman, A; D. Jones for Hostetter, J.;  A.; 

T. Chung for Strohbehn, C.; B. Sponseller for Ware, W. 

 

Guests:  Holger, D. (Associate Provost); Bratsch-Prince, D. (Associate Provost); Rosacker, E. 

(University Relations); Rippke, S. (Parliamentarian); Ferguson, D. (ISU Daily); VanDerZanden, 

A.M. (CELT) 
 

I. Call to Order  

 A. Seating of Substitute Senators 

President Hendrich called the meeting to order at 3:32 PM and seated the substitute 

senators. 

 

II. Consent Agenda  

 A. Minutes of Faculty Senate January 22, 2013- [S12/M/5] 

 B. Agenda for February 12, 2013 – [S12/A/6]  

 C. Calendar – [S12/C/6] 
 Senator Schaefer requested a correction to the January minutes concerning comments he 

had made about the timeliness of receiving annual reviews. Senator Smiley-Oyen moved 

the consent agenda, and Senator Wallace seconded. Passed without dissension. 

 

III. Special Order:  President Steven Leath 

 US Secretary of Energy Steven Chu was on campus to deliver a talk about climate 

change. ISU President Leath was unable to meet with FS as a result. His visit will be 

rescheduled for one of the April meetings. 
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IV.    Announcements and Remarks 

A. Faculty Senate President 

 1. University Budget Advisory Committee (UBAC) 

President Hendrich said that UBAC met in January, and will meet again in April. 

There was a brief discussion about the salary policy: how best to communicate 

salary raises to faculty and staff. The disconnect arose because 2.4% was the 

average salary increase, yet satisfactory performance received only 1%. UBAC 

was concerned whether the underlying principles were communicated well 

enough. President Hendrich has asked RPA to look into the matter. 

 

 2. Wellness Consultant 
President Hendrich said that she is pleased with the work with the wellness 

consultant. The wellness plan will be developed over the next month. There will 

be more opportunities for members of the ISU community to participate. 

 

 3. Blackboard FS Community 
President Hendrich thanked the senators who have participated in the Blackboard 

surveys, and encouraged others to do so. Some concerns raised have been about 

future curricular innovations and points of overlap; research, support, and 

infrastructure; extension and outreach; faculty quality of life; and more direct 

interaction with the Board of Regents (BOR), perhaps inviting a Regent to a FS 

meeting. 

 

 B.  Faculty Senate President-Elect 

 1. Committee on Undergraduate Education (CUE) 
President-Elect Dark said that CUE was established in response to questions from 

the Government of the Student Body (GSB) about the extent to which 

undergraduates can offer input with respect to the curriculum and faculty 

evaluations. CUE is composed of four members of GSB, two members of FS, and 

two members of the Chairs Council. Discussion included the variety of 

responsibilities that faculty have, and the perspective from students. 

 

 C.  Provost 

  Provost Wickert was called away for US Secretary Chu’s visit. Associate Provost 

Bratsch-Prince delivered remarks. 

 

 1. Biannual Faculty Activity Survey 
Associate Provost Bratsch-Prince said that all faculty (tenured, tenure-track, and 

non-tenure-eligible) at the three public universities are taking part in a survey of 

faculty time. The anonymous data collected will be given to BOR in August, to 

help them make a case for the value of faculty work and its diversity and to 

correct a misperception that faculty time is spent exclusively on teaching. This 

survey has been administered before as a sample, but it was decided that a full 

census would provide a complete picture. The same instrument is being used for 

all units. 
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 2. Business Dean Search 

ISU has contracted with Parker Executive Search Firm. Complete applications 

received by February 7 will be given full consideration. Applications will 

continue to be accepted until the formal review process begins later in February. 

ISU received 80 nominations, and greater than 30 complete applications. The 

committee aims to interview semi-finalists on March 9 and 10 and bring finalists 

to campus after Spring Break. The goal is to have a final decision reached before 

faculty and staff leave for the summer. 

 

 3. Harkin Institute 

   The Harkin Institute Advisory Board recommended to US Senator Tom Harkin 

that he not donate his papers to ISU. Associate Provost Bratsch-Prince reported 

that there were feelings of frustration and disappointment. She expressed special 

frustration with comments in the media about limits on academic freedom. She 

noted that faculty at ISU objected to that characterization. She said that this was 

less of an “academic battle” and more of a “political battle.” She speculated that 

one outcome of this experience will be that BOR will formalize a process for 

naming institutes at the public universities. 

 

   Senator P. Martin asked to what extent there exists a “faculty opinion.” He asked 

whether the faculty affiliated with the Harkin Institute had expressed any opinion. 

He added that Senator Harkin had not decided what to do yet. Associate Provost 

Bratsch-Prince replied that Senator Harkin will not give his papers to ISU, and the 

Director of the Harkin Institute did not support giving papers to ISU. She listed 

faculty that had been contacted, including FS President Hendrich. 

 

   Senator Pleasants noted that there had been no discussion of the issue in FS, yet 

statements in the newspapers gave the impression that FS supported the 

university’s handling. Additionally the newspapers gave the impression that the 

local AAUP chapter supported the university. He observed that AAUP had not 

discussed the matter either. Associate Provost Bratsch-Prince replied that a 

representative had been in conversations with the Provost, but there had been no 

discussion with the entire group. 

 

   Senator Amidon criticized the Des Moines Register for poor coverage. He added 

that he would like to hear from ISU President Leath why his compromise failed to 

gain support, convincing only one member of the Harkin Institute Advisory Board 

(LAS Dean Schmittmann). Senator Amidon continued that President Leath needs 

to explain what he will do differently in the future, adding that we received a 

major “black eye” in the Register from a man who intends to do us a favor. 

President Hendrich replied that when in conversations with the Provost and ISU 

President, she has made every effort to indicate that she does not speak for FS. 

She welcomes advice on how to handle this in the future. She added that the way 

that the situation with the Harkin Institute has unfolded has not been fair to our 

campus. 
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V. Unfinished Business  

A. Revisions to FH 5.1.1.2 – Annual Reviews [S12-9] – Ann Smiley-Oyen 

Senator Smiley-Oyen said that FDAR had made some changes since the last version, 

taking into account comments from FS and FS Executive Board. In particular, FDAR 

decided to keep “shall” in line 114, because it is consistent with Faculty Handbook 

(FH) 4.1.1. Line 122 had been changed to provide more flexibility for difference 

processes in different departments. She added that no deadline is specified, so that 

faculty members can negotiate the deadline for supplying evidence. Concerning line 

139, she observed that in some cases, chairs did not conduct evaluations. The 

Provost’s Office noted that this created problems in cases where there were disputes 

about the facts. Line 141 was changed to reflect the spirit of the rejected amendment 

from January’s FS meeting. Line 145 inserted a new paragraph for appeals. FDAR 

also discussed whether to modify the third clause under Action Plans. They decided 

against it, because there is too great a range of possible outcomes, including revision 

of the Position Responsibility Statement (PRS). It would not be helpful to list all such 

outcomes. 

 

Senator Townsend repeated his concern that there is no language requiring that salary 

increases be commensurate with the level of excellence in performance. Instead this 

policy allows that deans decide merit pay increases independent of annual 

evaluations. Past President Freeman replied that this policy is directly tied to how 

raises are given. The document created by the department head does not bind the 

dean’s decision. Senator Smiley-Oyen asked for clarification: doesn’t the department 

head decide merit increases? Or is the practice in the Business College different? 

Senator Townsend replied that the department head makes recommendations, but the 

final decision rests with the dean. Past President Freeman replied that this policy is 

tied to what the salary policy is: a satisfactory evaluation is guaranteed the minimum 

salary increase. Anything beyond that is a merit increase, and the annual evaluation is 

one piece of evidence in support of that decision. Senator Townsend repeated that he 

thought the salary increase should be commensurate with the degree that performance 

exceeds satisfactory performance. Associate Provost Bratsch-Prince observed that in 

most colleges, the department chair makes recommendations concerning merit pay 

increase, but the Business College is different. President Hendrich suggested that if 

Senator Townsend had ideas for improving the policy, he should raise those at a later 

time. Senator Amidon added that salary distributions are not a matter of faculty 

governance, but administrative prerogative. Therefore it could not be included in this 

section. 

 

Senator Williams repeated his concern from last meeting about the “shall” in line 114. 

He observed that satisfactory was too weak, both as an expression of the goals of 

faculty and the standards against which faculty performance are typically measured 

(as in the P&T language of FH 5: “strong,” “solid,” “excellence,” etc.). Past President 

Freeman responded that FH 4.1 does not prevent departments from making finer-

grained distinctions beyond satisfactory and unsatisfactory. Senator Williams replied 

that chairs are not obligated to make finer-grained distinctions, and failing to do so 

lumps excellent performance with merely satisfactory performance. Senator Butler 
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moved to amend line 114 to read: “Each faculty member’s overall performance shall 

be evaluated as at least either satisfactory or unsatisfactory (in accordance with FH 

section 4.1.1).” Senator Pleasants suggested instead “shall be evaluated as 

unsatisfactory or at least satisfactory,” arguing that it is the satisfactory rank that 

should be further subdivided. Associate Provost Bratsch-Prince observed that FH 

4.1.1 stipulates that departments may further subdivided. President-Elect Dark spoke 

against the amendment, for being awkward and unnecessary. The amendment failed 

in a voice vote. 

 

Senator Williams proposed instead to copy and paste the language from FH 4.1.1. to 

line 114: “…departments may subdivide further those rated as satisfactory…” Senator 

Daniels spoke against this amendment on the principle that duplication in FH should 

be avoided. Past President Freeman added that if a change in made in one place in 

FH, all the other instances need to be caught too. Senator Sturm suggested that better 

language and a link might clarify this. President Hendrich pointed out that when 

another section of FH is referred to in a section, a hotlink appears in the document. 

The amendment failed in a voice vote. 

 

Senator Burke suggested removing the language of satisfactory and unsatisfactory, 

simply keeping “in accordance with FH 4.1.1.” Senator Smiley-Oyen replied that FH 

4.1.1 refers to merit increases, whereas this policy concerns annual evaluations. 

 

The motion passed in a voice vote. 

    

VI. New Business 

Senator Wallace said all three curricular proposals had passed the required curricular 

review processes, including supporting votes. He invited representatives from each of 

the three programs to present and respond to questions. 

 

A. Master of Finance Proposal [S12-11] 

Travis Sapp presented. Senator Amidon asked how this new masters differs from a 

Masters of Science in Finance. Sapp replied that this degree would emphasize the 

professional level rather than the theoretical level. Masters of Science usually require a 

thesis. This new program would be a non-thesis Masters of Finance. 

 

B. Public Relations Major Proposal [S12-12] 

Suman Lee presented. There were no questions or comments. 

 

C. Landscape Management Minor Proposal [S12-13] 

Ann Marie VanDerZanden presented. There were no questions or comments. 

 

VII. Good of the Order 

 None 
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VIII. Adjournment  
 Senator Daniels moved; Senator Wallach seconded. Meeting adjourned at 4:31 PM. 

 

NEXT MEETING, TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 2013 – 3:30-5:00 PM, GREAT HALL, MU 

 

Respectfully submitted March 4, 2013, 

 

Annemarie Butler 

Faculty Senate Secretary 


